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Abstract

Scapolite vs. potassium salts

Data/Graphs

The halogen (the elements F, Cl, Br and I) cycle on Mars has gained a lot of
interest recently, due to the identification of chlorate and perchlorate salts on
the Martian surface by the NASA Phoenix and Curiosity missions. On Earth,
volcanic emissions of halogens end up as halide salts, like NaCl (table salt),
or dissolved in water. Mars lacks water and has a very oxidized surface.
Accordingly, halogens are redistributed between halides and oxy-halide
compounds in different ratios. Further, alkali perchlorates are highly insoluble
so that Br and Cl can be fractionated, i.e. separated into distinct spatially
separated regions, by the action of water. A search for evidence of these
processes might be found in minerals within Martian meteorites that contain
trace levels of halogens, but the analytical techniques required to achieve
such a measurement are still under development.
Chlorine and bromine are widely used to trace the origin of fluids in
sedimentary and hydrothermal/magmatic systems because they are highly
conservative elements, i.e. Cl and Br remain in the fluid and are not
partitioned into minerals. Scapolite-group minerals hold great potential as a
tracer of igneous, metamorphic, and hydrothermal processes. Halogen ratios
in scapolite are thought to mirror the halogen ratios in coexisting melts and
fluids since no Cl/Br fractionation in scapolite has been observed. Bromine
and chlorine are not routinely measured by LA-ICP-MS, due to their high
ionization energies, and suitable standards are rare. We set ourselves to
rectify this situation.
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• Lower concentration of the halogens, thus
we introduce less background into the
machine
• Scapolite is not hygroscopic like potassium
salts
Meioinite formula: Ca4Al6Si6O24(CO3 ,SO4)
Marialite formula: Na4Al3Si9O24(Cl,SO4)
Fig.: 1

One of the challenges with analyzing halogens by any mass spectrometric
method is that halogens are hard to ionize due to their high First Ionization
Potentials (FIPs), i.e. the energy required to strip at least one electron from a
neutral halide atom in a plasma. To see this, Fig. 1 shows the Elemental
Sensitivity Factor (ESR) for each of the three halogens measured in this
study plotted against their FIPs. The ESR is the constant that converts
measured ion intensities into elemental concentrations. Those constants fall
from Iodine to Chlorine. Further, Fluorine has an FIP too high to efficiently
ionize by LA-ICP-MS, so it was not included in the present study.

In this study, we have analyzed several BB1 scapolite grains with reported Cl
and Br concentrations (Kendrick (2012)) using LA-ICP-MS. The goal is to
characterize BB1 scapolite by using mass spectrometry to determine the
halogen concentration and the Cl/Br ratio in BB1. In doing so we intend to
show that scapolite can be used as a halogen standard (Cl and Br) for LAICP-MS.
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We chose scapolite as a potential standard for
halogens over potassium salts because

Analytical methods
generally have a
background (or blank)
which needs to be
subtracted from the real
signal. Normally, a cold
blank consisting of the
signal from the plasma
without firing the laser
suffices. Here, we found
that signals could be
obtained from samples
that contain no
halogens, termed a hot
blank. These hot blanks
were determined on
high-purity silica glass
or by firing the laser into
an empty sample holder.

Figure 2 shows the hot blanks of K, Cl and Br at different laser repetition rate
(Hz) and spot sizes where it can be seen that the K blank is not effected by
either of these parameters whereas the hot blank for Cl is ~1.8x higher than
the cold blank at 150 µm and 50 Hz. Bromine on the other hand shows a
strong deviation from the cold blank for 100 and 150 µm at 10 Hz and even
more for 100 and 150 µm at 50 Hz. The hot blank is enhanced at higher
laser power for halogens. Correction of this effect is essential for low-level
halogen measurements in meteorites.
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Scapolite is a solid solution with the general
formula:
(Na,Ca)4[Al3(Al,Si)3Si6O24](Cl,CO3,OH,SO4)

http://marinmineral.com

In this study, we used stoichiometric potassium halide salts to calibrate the
halogen abundances in scapolite and compared these results with data
obtained by the noble gas method used by Kendrick (2012). The
disadvantage of the halide salts is that after ablation a large instrumental
background remains. Halides contain about a hundred thousand times more
halogens than the natural samples which are the intended targets of
analysis. Accordingly, scapolite containing minor or trace levels of halogens
serves as a better standard for routine halogen analysis.
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Fig.: 3

The chlorine content increases with the Marialite component (Na and Cl
bearing end member) in Fig. 3a as expected. Figure 3b shows the Cl/Br
ratios from several measured pieces of scapolite BB1 as well as the value
from Kendrick (2012). Our measurements show a consistent Cl/Br ratio
independent of the Marialite component.
.

Conclusions

For the identification of geochemical processes on the Martian surface
utilizing Martian meteorites, the determination of Cl/Br ratio, rather than
absolute abundances, is important to determine fractionation processes.
Our scapolite standard shows a consistent Cl/Br ratio while the absolute
composition varies slightly among the solid solution. Thus, we conclude that
we have successfully characterized scapolite BB1 as a standard for
determining Cl/Br ratios by LA-ICP-MS.
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